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Includes photographs, marriage certificates and announcements, special citation and other material relating to the Berkowitz and Snower families.

BIOGRAPHY:

PROVENANCE:

This gift was received from Hortense Snower as accession KA1916 on March 7, 2011.

COPYRIGHT AND RESTRICTIONS:

The Donor has given and assigned to the State Historical Society of Missouri all rights of copyright which the Donor has in the Materials and in such of the Donor’s works as may be found among any collections of Materials received by the Society from others.

PREFERRED CITATION:

Specific item; folder number; Ruth Berkowitz Snower Stern (1893-1981) Papers (K1171); The State Historical Society of Missouri Research Center-Kansas City [after first mention may be abbreviated to SHSMO-KC].

CONTACT:

The State Historical Society of Missouri Research Center-Kansas City
302 Newcomb Hall, University of Missouri-Kansas City
5123 Holmes Street, Kansas City, MO 64110-2499

SHSMO-KC November 15, 2013 PRELIMINARY
DESCRIPTION:

The collection includes photographs, marriage certificate and announcement, special citation and a postcard relating to the Berkowitz and Snower families.

INVENTORY:

Folder 1. Photographs (3) Ruth Snower, David Snower, Mrs. David (Ruth) Berkowitz Snower

Marriage announcement: Etta Berkowitz to Mr. William Snower 1918

Marriage certificate: Etta Berkowitz to Mr. William Snower, April 9, 1918

Special citation: Mrs. Edgar J. Stern (Ruth Berkowitz Snower Stern) – Distinguished Service to Jewish Federation and Council of Greater Kansas City, November 1952

Postcard: Nordheim Rhon